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Topographic and Geological Map 
Series

NOTE: For all products listed in this section, please inquire at 
geospatial@eastview.com for current pricing, format and delivery 
options. Please reference the product title or product number  
(e.g., 20-03-001) in your message. 

Azerbaijan: Physical Map

20-03-001 
Azerbaijan Physical Map
Azerbaijan Republic General Geographical Map. Ministry of 
Ecology and Natural Resources (Azerbaijan). Published 2015. 
Scale 1:850,000. In Azerbaijani, English, and Russian. Shows 
relief by tint, roads, hydrography, cities by size, plus sand, 
forest, and snow cover.

Azerbaijan: Political Map

20-03-002 
Azerbaijan Political Map 
Azerbaijan Republic Political Administrative Map. Ministry of 
Ecology and Natural Resources (Azerbaijan). Published 2015. 
Scale 1:850,000. In Azerbaijani, English, and Russian. Shows 
national and regional borders, with regions in different colors. 
Also features, cities, rivers, sea routes, roads, and railroads. 
Place names in Azerbaijani. 

Azerbaijan: Thematic Map

20-03-003 
Azerbaijan Thematic Map
Consequences of the Aggression of Armenia Against 
Azerbaijan. Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Azerbaijan). Published 
2019. Scale not given. In English. Shows Azerbaijan borders, 
occupied territories, line of occupation, district boundaries, 
roads and cities. Includes statistics about destruction and 
damage, victims, refugees, Azerbaijani population expelled 
from occupied territories, Armenia military in occupied 
territories, and illegal settlers in occupied territory.

Brazil: Geological Maps 

20-03-004 
        Brazil Geological Maps  
Geological Map of Brazil and Adjoining Ocean Floor including 
Mineral Deposits. Published 1981. Scale 1:2,500,000. In 
Portuguese and English. Shows formations by geological 
time period and composition, plus fault and contacts. Main 
legend divided by region. Separate legends for minerals and 
ocean areas. 4 sheets.

NOTE: Omnimap was recently acquired by East View Companies. This symbol,           , notes unique products from Omnimap’s catalog.
 For products listed in this section, please inquire at geospatial@eastview.com.
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Scientific and Specialty Atlases and 
Books

Atlas: Natural Resources and Environment in the 
Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area

20-03-005 | $108.00 | PURCHASE
Yue Gang Ao da wan qu zi ran zi yuan yu huan jing tu ji 
(粤港澳大湾区自然资源与环境图集)
Zhongguo di zhi diao cha ju. Beijing, China. Hardcover. ISBN 
9787030626073. In Chinese (simplified). 2019. 31 x 31 cm. 
 
Atlas of Natural Resources and Environment in the 
Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area.

Other Atlases

20-03-006 | $115.00 | PURCHASE
The Mapping of Denmark (Kortlaegningen af 
Danmark)
Dam, Peder. Denmark. Hard cover. 400 pages. ISBN 
9788711538951.  In English. 2019. 

20-03-007 | $35.00 | PURCHASE
Geopolitical Atlas of Russia (Atlas géopolitique de la 
Russie)
Marchand, Pascal. Paris Cedex, France. Softcover. 96 pages. 
ISBN 9782746751217. In French. 2019. 

Geopolitical Atlas of Russia More than 100 maps and info-
graphics to understand current issues and challenges for 
Russia.

20-03-008 | $70.00 | PURCHASE
The Second World War Bostatlas (De Bosatlas van de 
Tweede Wereldoorlog)
Groningen, Netherlands. Hard cover. 256 pages. ISBN 
9789001122515. In Dutch (Netherlandic). 2020. 

The Second World War Bostatlas The story of The Second 
World War in the unique Bosatlas approach. Clear maps, 
detailed infographics and authentic photographic material 
show the Second World War in a new way. All aspects 
are covered: from the raids, the persecution of the Jews 
and liberation, to the war in the Dutch East Indies and 
collaboration and resistance. Compact map stories portray 
both large military battles and everyday life.

20-03-009 | $88.00 | PURCHASE
The Historical Atlas of the Metropolis of Przemyśl: 
(Arch)Diocese of Przemyśl, Diocese of Rzeszów, 
Diocese of Zamość-Lubaczówa: Around 1340-2018
Towarzystwo Naukowe Katolickiego Uniwersytetu 
Lubelskiego. Lublin, Poland. Hard cover. 366 pages. ISBN 
9788373068698. In Polish & English. 2019. 

The Historical Atlas of the Metropolis of Przemyśl: (Arch)
Diocese of Przemyśl, Diocese of Rzeszów, Diocese of 
Zamość-Lubaczówa: Around 1340-2018.

20-03-010 | $67.00 | PURCHASE
Atlas of Macao: 2019 (Atlas of Macao : 2019 = Atlas 
de Macau : 2019 = Aomen di tu ji : 2019)
Cartography and Cadastre Bureau (Direccao dos Servicos 
de Cartografia e Cadastro = Di tu hui zhi ji di ji ju). Macau. 
Soft Cover. 252 pages. ISBN 9789993785453. In Chinese 
(Traditional), Portuguese & English. 2019.

“Atlas of Macau - 2019” is edited and published by 
Cartography and Cadastre Bureau. It introduces the latest 
city’s features of Macao, and initially introduces the “Land 
boundaries of Macao Special Administrative Region”, the 
“Coastline of Macao Special Administrative Region” and 
thematic maps under the series “Tracing the changes 
in Macao with topographic maps”; that is to present 
Macao’s latest survey and mapping results and record 
the development of the city.As this year marks the 20th 
anniversary of Macao’s handover, the “Atlas of Macao - 2019” 
specially introduces the thematic series such as boundaries 
of the administrative division, land boundary and markers 
between Guangdong and Macao, coastline demarcation, 
and offers thematic maps under the series “Tracing the 
changes in Macao with topographic maps”, created based 
on overlaying the topographic maps, to show readers the city 
development during the past twenty years after the handover. 
The maps in the 2019 version look more real and user-
friendly as they were compiled with overlays of the latest 
satellite images for readers to have a deeper understanding 
of Macao’s geographical conditions and distribution.

20-03-011 | $899.00 | PURCHASE
Atlas of gas, oil and petroleum product pipelines and 
transport infrastructure of Russia, CIS, Europe and 
Asia
Moskva, Russia. Hard cover. 150 pages. Product Number: 
1303354. In English. 2019.

Shows oil pipelines, gas pipelines, product pipelines, 
condensate pipelines, and volatile organic compounds 
pipelines, either operating, under construction, or planned.  
Also shows marine terminals, oil fields, natural gas fields, and 
processing facilities.
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Trade, Popular and Reference Maps 
and Atlases

Featured Publisher: Gem Trek Maps
Gem Trek Maps specializes in producing detailed maps of 
the Canadian Rockies. Based in Banff, Alberta, they publish 
22 maps, most of which focus on hiking trails. Renowned 
for their accuracy and detail, Gem Trek Maps are printed 
on waterproof and tear-resistant paper. Each regularly 
updated map features distinctive relief shading and clearly 
marked hiking trails, points of interest, and mountain ranges. 
These driving maps are printed on paper and cover the 
Canadian Rockies and regions as far away as southwest 
British Columbia and Northern Washington.. For a full list of 
Milestone Guide Titles available from East View, please visit 
longitudemaps.com.

20-03-012 | $14.95 | PURCHASE
Banff & Mt. Assiniboine
ISBN: 9781895526844. Folded Map. 2017. In English. 1sheet, 
27 x 39 in., unfolded. 

This map covers the most popular hiking and mountain 
biking terrain in Banff National Park, from Lake Louise in the 
north to the south end of Banff National Park, plus all of Mt. 
Assiniboine Provincial Park.

All of the day hikes in and around Banff townsite are covered 
on this map, such as Tunnel Mountain, Sundance Canyon, 
Bow Falls to the Hoodoos, Johnston Canyon, Castle Mountain 
Lookout and the network of trails at Sunshine Village. As well, 
the popular, multi-day hiking and equestrian loops to Egypt 
Lake, Shadow Lake and the Sawback Trail up through Mystic 
Pass are shown in their entirety.

On the back of the map are 1:50,000-scale inset maps of the 
Mt. Assiniboine and Sunshine Village areas. Also on the back 
are trail descriptions and photos of 19 recommended day 
hikes, four classic multi-day trips and six mountain bike rides. 
Each of these described trails is referenced and color-coded 
to the map on the front.

20-03-013 | $9.95 | PURCHASE
Banff: Egypt Lake
ISBN: 9781895526134. Folded Map. 2008. In English. 1 sheet, 
27 x 39 in., unfolded.

1:50,000-scale Banff - Egypt Lake map covers the most 
popular hiking trails in the Banff area in four times as much 
detail as on our Banff-Mt. Assiniboine map.

20-03-014 | $11.95 | PURCHASE
Banff National Park Canada
ISBN: 9781895526417. Folded Map. 2000. In English. 1 sheet, 
27 x 39 in., unfolded.

This user-friendly map-guide includes a 1:250,00-scale poster-
quality map of Canada’s most popular national park, as well 
as useful and entertaining information about everything from 
mountain building to Banff Park wildlife.

The map covers Banff National Park as well as Yoho and 
Kootenay national parks. It shows roads, viewpoints, 
attractions, lodges and glaciers, and gives the name and 
elevation of mountains.

20-03-015 | $9.95 | PURCHASE
Banff Up-Close
ISBN: 9781895526776. Folded Map. 2015. In English. 1 sheet,          
18 x 24 in., unfolded. 

This map-and-guide-in-one is designed for people who are 
only going to be in Banff for one to three days, and want to 
know what the highlights are and how to find them.

20-03-016 | $13.95 | PURCHASE
Bow Lake and Saskatchewan Crossing
ISBN: 9781895526837. Folded Map. 2016. In English. 1 sheet,          
27 x 39 in., unfolded. 

This double sided map covers the trails departing from the 
southern section of the Icefields Parkway from Rampart 
Creek south to Hector Lake. A 1:100 000-scale inset map 
on the back of the map increases coverage to the adjoining 
Mosquito Creek/Fish Lakes area. On the back of the map are 
trail descriptions and photos of 16 recommended day hikes.

20-03-017 | $14.95 | PURCHASE
Bragg Creek & Sheep Valley: Kananaskis Country 
(waterproof)
ISBN: 9781895526738. Folded Map. 2015. In English. 1 sheet,          
27 x 39 in., unfolded. 

This map covers the popular recreational terrain close to 
Calgary, from Sibbald Flats (Hwy 68) in the north, through the 
Elbow Valley (Hwy 66), and south to Hwy 546 in the Sheep 
Valley. The map extends west as far as Powderface Trail 
Road.

Hikers and cyclists eager to hit the trails early in the season 
should note that many of the Elbow Valley and Sibbald Flats 
trails on this map are snow-free as early as mid-April, depend-
ing on the year.
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20-03-018 | $9.95 | PURCHASE
Canadian Rockies Driving Map
ISBN: 9781895526929. Folded Map. 2020. In English. 1 sheet,          
27 x 39 in., unfolded. 

The Canadian Rockies Map is our most popular map and a 
must-have for anyone planning a trip to Banff, Jasper, Yoho, 
or Kootenay National Parks. To make seeing the sights easier, 
29 of the best points of interest in the parks are numbered 
and described. To help you find your way around, mountain 
lodges, campgrounds, hot springs, golf courses, ski resorts, 
picnic areas, visitor centres and highway viewpoints are 
labelled. A mileage chart helps you plan your day by giving 
distances between major towns. In addition to street maps 
of Banff and Jasper on the reverse side, we have included 
charts showing amenities at the national park campgrounds 
in Banff, Jasper, Yoho and Kootenay National Parks.

20-03-019 | $13.95 | PURCHASE
Canmore and Kananaskis Village
ISBN: 9781895526905. Folded Map. 2019. In English. 1 sheet,          
26.38 x 31.5 in., unfolded. 

This map covers some of the most popular terrain for hikers 
and mountain bikers in Kananaskis Country - Bow Valley 
Provincial Park, the Canmore area, the Smith-Dorrien/Spray 
Lakes area south to Mount Shark trailhead, Barrier Lake, 
and the Kananaskis Village area from Ribbon Creek south to 
Galatea Lakes trailhead.

20-03-020 | $10.95 | PURCHASE
Columbia Icefield
ISBN: 9781895526783. Folded Map. 2005. In English. 1 sheet,          
17.32 x 19.29 in., unfolded. 

This is a comprehensive, user-friendly map and guide to what 
there is to see and do at the Columbia Icefield - from walks 
and hikes to tours and exhibits.

The map combines contour lines with relief shading and 
covers the Columbia Icefield area, from Sunwapta Peak and 
Beauty Creek in Jasper National Park in the north to Mount 
Saskatchewan in Banff National Park to the south. There are 
also trail descriptions of four recommended hikes, a list of 
the 11 highest peaks in the area, a list of services and ac-
commodation in the area from campgrounds to lodges and 
a distance chart with distances and driving times to nearby 
towns.

20-03-021 | $13.95 | PURCHASE
Highwood & Cataract Creek: Kananaskis Country
ISBN: 9781895526714. Folded Map. 2013. In English. 1 sheet,          
26 x 36 in., unfolded. 
 
This is the fourth map in Gem Trek’s Kananaskis Country 
series, covering south Kananaskis Country from Sheep River 
Falls in the north to Plateau Mountain in the south. It covers 
the trails southeast of Highwood Pass and accessed by 
Highways 40, 541, 940 and 542 (Johnson Creek Trail).

Popular trails on this map include Sheep River Trail, Junction 
Fire Lookout, Picklejar Lakes, Mt. Lipsett, Mist Ridge, Zephyr 
Creek, Grass Pass, Bull Creek Hills, Mt. Burke and Raspberry 
Ridge. A 1:50 000-scale inset map on the back increases 
coverage south to take in the trails accessed from Highways 
940 and 542, including Pasque Mountain, Plateau Mountain, 
Hailstone Butte Fire Lookout and Indian Graves Ridge.

20-03-022 | $14.95 | PURCHASE
Jasper & Maligne Lake
ISBN: 9781895526882. Folded Map. 2017. In English. 1 sheet,          
27 x 39 in., unfolded. 

This map covers the most popular hiking and mountain biking 
terrain in Jasper National Park, from Miette Hot Springs and 
Maligne Lake in the north, west to Jasper town site and the 
Tonquin Valley, and south to Fortress Lake.

Premier day hikes on this map include Bald Hills, Opal Hills, 
Cavell Meadows, Sulphur Skyline and Valley of the Five Lakes. 
Multi-day hikes such as the Skyline Trail, Tonquin Valley, 
Fortress Lake, Geraldine Lakes, Athabasca Pass (Alberta side) 
and Fryatt Valley are shown in their entirety on this map.

Mountain biking enthusiasts can choose from more than ten 
trails, ranging from intermediate rides with varied terrain to 
more strenuous, technical outings.

20-03-023 | $9.95 | PURCHASE
Best of Jasper
ISBN: 9781895526813. Folded Map. 2017. In English. 1 sheet,          
18 x 24 in., unfolded. 
 
This map is designed for people who are only going to be in 
Jasper for a brief time and want to know what the highlights 
are and how to find them.

On the front is a 1:35,000-scale detailed topographic map of 
the Jasper town site area, which covers the entire network 
of trails on Pyramid Bench, Maligne Canyon to the northeast, 
and the Valley of Five Lakes to the south.
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20-03-024 | $13.95 | PURCHASE
Kananaskis Lakes
ISBN: 9781895526912. Folded Map. 2019. In English. 1 sheet,          
27 x 36 in., unfolded. 
 
This map covers what some say is the most scenic terrain 
in all of Kananaskis Country -  the upper Smith-Dorrien-Spray 
Trail south of Mt. Shark, Peter Lougheed Provincial Park 
including the network of trails in the Kananaskis Lakes area, 
and the northern part of Elk Lakes Provincial Park.

Seven snowshoe trails have been added to this new edition, 
including those at Chester Lake, Hogarth Lakes, Lower Lake, 
Penstock, Elkwood, Sawmill and Wintour, a 5-km stretch 
starting at the winter gate on Highway 40. And for those of 
you who have been asking, the relief shading is back and the 
map is printed on waterproof material.

20-03-025 | $13.95 | PURCHASE
Kootenay National Park
ISBN: 9781895526851. Folded Map. 2016. In English. 1 sheet,          
23 x 39 in., unfolded. 
 
This map covers all of Kootenay National Park, from Castle 
Mountain Junction south through Radium, to Windermere.

All the official hiking and mountain biking trails in Kootenay 
National Park are shown on the map, ranging from short 
interpretive walks to full-day jaunts and multi-day backpacking 
trips. Popular trails on the map include Boom Lake, Twin and 
Arnica Lakes, Stanley Glacier, Marble Canyon and the Paint 
Pots, Hawk Creek, Kindersley Pass-Sinclair Creek, plus Floe 
Lake and the entire Rockwall Trail.

20-03-026 | $9.95 | PURCHASE
Best of Lake Louise
ISBN: 9781895526714. Folded Map. 2015. In English. 1 sheet,          
10.63 x 16.54 in., unfolded. 
 
This map is designed for people who only plan to be in the 
Lake Louise area for one to three days, and want to know 
what the highlights are and how to find them.

On the front is a 1:35,000-scale detailed topographic map of 
the Lake Louise area, including the network of trails around 
Lake Louise Village, as well as those up at the Chateau Lake 
Louise. 

Included on the front are trail descriptions of six classic hikes, 
including the Lake Louise Lakeshore Trail, the Saddleback and 
Fairview Mountain and hikes to the rustic teahouses at Lake 
Agnes and Plain of the Six Glaciers. As well as highlights, each 
trail has a difficulty rating, trail distance, elevation gain and an 
approximate time to allow.

20-03-027 | $14.95 | PURCHASE
Lake Louise & Yoho
ISBN: 9781895526875. Folded Map. 2017. In English. 1 sheet,          
25.98 x 30.31 in., unfolded. 
 
The Lake Louise and Yoho National Park areas offer some 
of the most scenic and accessible hiking trails in the entire 
Canadian Rockies. This map - relief-shaded and on waterproof 
material - covers all six of the most popular trail networks in 
the area - the Chateau Lake Louise, Moraine Lake, Skoki Valley, 
Emerald Lake, Yoho Valley and Lake O’Hara areas.

20-03-028 | $5.95 | PURCHASE
Southwest British Columbia and Northern Washington 
Driving Map
ISBN: 9781895526943. Folded Map. 2020. In English. 1 sheet,          
27 x 36 in., unfolded. 
 
All the major highways are shown, as well as national, 
provincial, and state parks and wilderness areas. The map 
also shows lesser-known back roads, and pinpoints the 
location of lodges, campgrounds and hot springs. Mileage 
charts on the front and back provide distances between major 
towns and cities. The Southwest British Columbia & Northern 
Washington map covers all of Vancouver Island and extends 
west through the city of Vancouver and the Okanagan Valley 
to the Kootenays. South of the border, Washington state is 
covered from the Gulf Islands in the west to Spokane in the 
east, with coverage as far south as Mount Rainer National 
Park.

20-03-029 | $9.95 | PURCHASE
Southwest Alberta and Southeast British Columbia 
Driving Map
ISBN: 9781895526912. Folded Map. 2020. In English. 1 sheet,          
27 x 36 in., unfolded. 
 
Gem Trek’s Southwest Alberta & Southeast British Columbia 
map meets the needs of visitors looking to explore the 
regions east and west of the Canadian Rockies, including 
the Kootenays of British Columbia, the Alberta foothills, and 
west-central Alberta. All the major highways are shown, as 
well as national and provincial parks and wilderness areas. 
The map also shows lesser-known back roads, and pinpoints 
the location of lodges, campgrounds and hot springs. Mileage 
charts on the front and back provide distances between major 
towns and cities.
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20-03-030 | $14.95 | PURCHASE
Waterton Lakes National Park
ISBN: 9781895526899. Folded Map. 2017. In English. 1 sheet,          
25.98 x 30.31 in., unfolded. 
 
The map covers all of Waterton Lakes National Park, the 
eastern end of Akamina-Kishinena Provincial Park, and 
the Goat Haunt or northern area of Glacier National Park, 
Montana, at the south end of Upper Waterton Lake. 

The front of the map covers all of the hiking and biking trails 
departing from Waterton town site, Red Rock Parkway, 
Akamina Parkway, and the Goat Haunt region of Glacier 
National Park. Popular trails covered include Carthew-
Alderson, Crypt Lake, Goat Lake, Twin Lakes, Forum and Wall 
lakes, and the Tamarack Trail. Also on the front is an inset 
map (1:35,000) of Waterton town site, with accommodation 
and services marked for your convenience.

On the back of the map are trail descriptions of more than 
20 of the best day hikes in the area, ranging from short 
interpretive walks to strenuous hikes up to alpine meadows. 
There are also trail descriptions of four classic bike-and-hike 
trails and seven overnight or multi-day trips. Included in each 
trail description are distance, elevation gain and highlights 
along the way. Twelve color photos accompany the text.

Also on the back is a list of recommended trails for waterfalls, 
views, rainy days, wildflowers and mountain bike rides, plus 
information on three scenic drives as well as Park contact 
information.

Services: Approval Plans,  
Digitization, Customization

East View offers approval plan services for maps and 
atlases tailored for a wide variety of libraries with unique 
needs and specifications. With many years of experience 
serving academic, public and government libraries with 
foreign language materials, we recognize the importance of 
establishing precise, yet flexible parameters to ensure the best 
quality material and service. Contact us for more information.

In addition to approval plans, East View Geospatial provides 
high-quality and cost-effective mapping and GIS services 
and solutions, including custom map and data production, 
and digitization, mosaicking and hosting services via our 
MapVault program. Contact us today to discuss customized 
solutions for your mapping needs.
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